We Ignite the Power of
T.E.A.M. Synergy

“Opening Night”

The T.E.A.M. Breakthrough
Workshop
The Breakthrough Workshop is a powerful unforgettable event.
Embrace the power of positive belief and unleash your team’s greatest
potential. This is about looking forward to the next chapter. By using powerful
exercises we help to change mindsets from what someone thinks is possible
to what is actually possible.
UNTHINK – RETHINK – AH HA!

Key Benefits

Who Should Attend

An inspired Team that believes in its ability will
outperform those with limiting beliefs. Build
confidence and leadership to take positive
action towards positive growth.
Tap into the potential of your team.

Your entire team!
For larger organisations:
senior leadership team and
heads of all departments
should attend this workshop.

Workshop Learning Objectives
 Tap into the power of the mind and
achieve lasting results.

 Tap into states of peak performance.

 Understand the science of how
failure can be turned into greater
strength.

 Map where you are now and identify
what’s keeping you from your full
potential.

 Learn how to conquer your fears.

 Breakthrough emotional barriers that
hold you back.
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More and more people want to connect to the spirit of your business – the humanity of an
organisation focusing away from just selling or trying to get something, to actually caring
about people first, both internal and external. Our programs connect to the spirit of your
organisation through releasing the inner potential of your team.

Content
1. Discover the 7 steps to break
through any goal.

6. Know where you are going.

2. Understand the mastery cycle

8. Step beyond your comfort zone.

3. Map your conscious samurai.

9. Stack your assets and resources.

4. Know where you are now.

10. Unleash your greatest potential

7. Commit to your why?

5. Learn the five constipating enemies.

“I was inspired by the enthusiasm behind the Coach 26 program and the delivery did not
disappoint. The program goes to the core of the issue, which guarantees the outcome. I
wholeheartedly commend anyone wanting to grow their business to go for it.”

“I know in the future I have the awareness, tools and strategies to spend time on myself.
Through my ongoing self-development I can serve others in a better and more impactful
way. This is my purpose and time with me massively assists in empowering others. If you
are confused of where you’re at now and lack that clarity of future and also of our current
beliefs impacts our life, I would recommend you speak to Hament. He is genuine and very
committed.”
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We Ignite the Power of
T.E.A.M. Synergy

“Back Stage”

The Conscious Samurai
Workshop
The Conscious Samurai workshop is an outstanding cutting edge
event dealing with the underlying drivers of peak performance.
In this eye-opening workshop members of your team will learn the
foundations of optimum mind and body principles, so performance can be at
its best throughout all parts of work and home life.
(* Studies show that your employees’ wellbeing has an impact on the people
you work with and those who work for you. Emotions travel through these
team networks the same way viruses do!)

Key Benefits
Discover the fundamental principles of peak
performance. Align your team to take away
actionable steps to be at its best.
Increase motivation, productivity and
performance by dealing with the root cause
and stop ‘painting over rust!’
Evaluate your current culture and understand
the benefits of stepping to the next level.

Who Should Attend
Your entire team!
For larger organisations: senior
leadership team and heads of
all departments should attend
this workshop.
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More and more people want to connect to the spirit of your business – the humanity of an
organisation focusing away from just selling or trying to get something, to actually caring
about people first, both internal and external. Our programs connect to the spirit of your
organisation through releasing the inner potential of your team.

Workshop Learning Objectives
 Discover the 5 foundational pillars that
will redefine energy output verses
input and improve T.E.A.M. morale
and engagement.
 Understand the fundamental
principles of effective time
management, work life balance and
proactively minimise ‘bad’ stress.
 Explore and understand the five levels
of organisational culture on ‘stage.’

 Discover how high performance
teams are leading with core values
and understand the pit falls of ‘sugar
coating’ core values for short-term
reputation.
 Identify which areas of the 7
fundamentals for Culture Change can
be improved in your organisation and
create a ‘three to thrive’ action plan for
growing your business

Content
1. Discover fundamental principles to raise and improve T.E.A.M. performance at its
core.
2. Map your Return on Time Invested and implement just one action that will reduce
‘bad’ stress and activate performance recovery.
3. Learn the Monster Bounce Back Principle to even higher levels of organisational
culture.
4. Understand the pitfalls of ‘sugar coating’ your values for short-term reputation.
5. Create a three to thrive action plan for growing your business.
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We Ignite the Power of
T.E.A.M. Synergy

“On stage Rehearsals”

The Power of T.E.A.M. Synergy
Workshop
In this dynamic mind-opening workshop, members of your team will
have the opportunity to learn, experience and share powerful insights for
implementing The Power of T.E.A.M. Synergy within your organisation.
PRACTICE – REHEARSE – SYNERGISE

Key Benefits
Discover and take away critical service
principles to lift your customer experience
and build an even stronger service culture.
Experience and integrate the power of team
synergy into your organisation.

Who Should Attend
Your entire team!
For larger organisations: senior
leadership team and heads of
all departments should attend
this workshop.
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Workshop Learning Objectives
 Create alignment between all members of your team.
 Engage everyone in discovering how and why ‘wow’ exceptional service standards
are critical for creating world-class service cultures.
 Identify the fundamental principles for delivering exceptional service and its impact
on internal and external customers.
 Learn and participate in fun and interactive team building scenarios that will guide
your team towards a common purpose.
 Discover the true meaning of responsibility through action and understand the
different facets of being a leader.

Content
11. Discover global best practices of great companies who are creating outstanding
‘WOW’ service cultures.
12. Experience enthusiastic discussions and full participation through innovative team
building.
13. Reflect, discuss, identify and articulate specific and practical action steps for
immediate implementation.
14. Switch ‘stage view’ and eliminate hidden roadblocks.

More and more people want to
connect to the spirit of your
business – the humanity of an
organisation focusing away
from just selling or trying to get
something, to actually caring
about people first, both internal
and external. Our programs
connect to the spirit of your
organisation through releasing
the inner potential of your team.

Coach 26 was founded by
Hament Chavda, drawing from
his businesses and consulting
experience in four countries
through a revolutionary journey
spanning 15 years covering
Pharmaceutical, online sales,
furniture sales and resort
development.

Hament specialises in high
performance business culture
transformation through personal
growth. He utilises multiple
disciplines to impact individuals
and groups. Hament is a
bestselling co-author and has
been featured on 6PR, Channel
10 news & The West
Australian.
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We Ignite the Power of
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“Auditions”

The T.E.A.M Synergy Health
Check Report
The Power of T.E.A.M.

Key Benefits

Synergy Health Check offers an

Determine whether your team
is really engaged or
disengaged. Disengaged
employees’ stay for what they
get. Engaged employees love
their work and stay for what
they can give.

outstanding vehicle for
measuring team engagement.
The report is in two parts:
Pre auditions

- Employee Engagement – a simple online questionnaire

Post auditions - Employee satisfaction ratings

A Simple one step process for your team to complete our online
questionnaire and receive your report.
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Your health check will include:
Identity
General Climate
Relationships
Leadership
Employee Engagement
Involvement & decision-making

Emotional connection to the Brand.
Knowledge of the Brand.
Open-ended questions that capture the stories and
suggestions from employees.
Quality of your employee’s relationships.
Style, Mission and Values of your workplace.

Overcoming challenges and problems.
What your team wants to accomplish in a given time frame.

Through detailed analysis of the report, we can customise the workshop to the needs,
challenges, strengths, values and mission to create even greater impact.
More and more people want to
connect to the spirit of your
business – the humanity of an
organisation focusing away
from just selling, trying to get
something, to actually caring
about people first, internal and
external. Our programs connect
to the spirit of your organisation
through releasing the inner
potential of your team.

Coach 26 was founded by
Hament Chavda, drawing from
his businesses and consulting
experience in four countries
through a revolutionary journey
spanning 15 years covering
Pharmaceutical, online sales,
furniture sales and resort
development.

Hament specialises in high
performance business culture
transformation through personal
growth. He utilises multiple
disciplines to impact individuals
and groups. Hament is a
bestselling co-author and has
been featured on 6PR, Channel
10 news & The West
Australian.
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